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guarantee against the existence of others. One mildly adverse criti
cism could be made on account of possible ambiguity in the use of 
the solidus. For example, in formula (50), p. 93, does (l/27r) mean 
1/(2TT) or (1/2)TT? Probably the latter, though the fact that " 1 " is 
printed at a higher level than "2T" might suggest the former. In 
(17), p. 31 the use of irfi"1 and (w/fi—ac/fi) in the same formula makes 
one wonder what the guiding principle in the employment of the 
solidus should be. 

D. V. WIDDER 
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(Memorial des Sciences Mathématiques, no. CXIX.) 4 + 5 3 pp. 
Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 1952. 

In present-day researches on the flow of a gas, the vorticity has 
come to play an increasingly important role. I t is only necessary to 
cite, for instance, the investigations on the motion of the earth's 
atmosphere which have stressed more and more the importance of 
the vertical component of the atmospheric vorticity. In his mono
graph, Professor Truesdell shows how closely connected is the vor
ticity with the thermodynamic variables such as the pressure, tem
perature, entropy, enthalpy, etc., of the gas. Gas flows are divided 
into two mutually exclusive classes: complex-laminar (Kelvin's 
complex-lamellar) in which the vorticity and velocity vectors are 
perpendicular; and Beltrami motions where they are parallel. Irrota-
tional motion is a special case of complex-laminar flow. The properties 
of these flows are expressed in twenty-six theorems of a general 
type; for example, it is shown why and under what conditions a gas-
flow may be instantaneously barotropic, or isentropic, or such that 
all the variables of state and the speed are constant upon each 
stream-line. As an illustration, Theorem 10 may be quoted, viz: 
"In an in viscid flow in continuous motion as an inert mixture devoid 
of heat flux, if the extraneous force be zero or normal to the velocity 
and if the pressure field be steady, then both the entropy and total 
enthalpy of each particle remain constant." The last ten pages of 
the text are devoted to "Prim gases" in which the density is a product 
of a function of the pressure and a function of the specific entropy. 
The reading of the monograph is much facilitated by the provision 
of an index of definitions and by an index of symbols. 

This work will be an invaluable reference book to those already 
acquainted with hydrodynamics and gas dynamics. The beginner 
may however well ask: where in nature or in the laboratory do piezo-
tropic fluids, Beltrami and Hamel flows, Prim gases, etc., occur? Am 


